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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The points of difference between the Council and the Crown on the 

Introduction and Definitions Proposal (together, "the Proposals") were 

resolved by agreement prior to the hearing.1  The only definitions in 

contention were the definitions of "available" and "parking space" which are 

addressed in the statements of the Ilam and Upper Riccarton Residents 

Association ("IURRA").2  Throughout the course of the hearing, the Hearings 

Panel posed a number of questions about the Introduction Proposal, 

particularly regarding Section 3 - 'Ngāi Tahu Mana Whenua', and a number 

of specific definitions in Proposal 2.   

1.2 These submissions: 

 Confirm the Crown's position on the Introduction Proposal;  (a)

 Confirm the Crown's agreement with the Council regarding the (b)

definitions of "parking space", "available", "electrical switch" and 

"window control"; and  

 Briefly comment on the Council's supplementary evidence dated (c)

16 July 2015 regarding definitions (excluding residential definitions and 

the definition of "infrastructure") that was filed in accordance with the 

Hearings Panel's minute.3 

1.3 The relevant higher order documents and legal principles applying to the 

Proposals are addressed in the Crown's opening submissions.4 

2. INTRODUCTION PROPOSAL 

2.1 The Crown supports the agreed version of the Introduction Proposal because 

it better reflects and explains the statutory context, is more concise and is 

easier for plan users to read and use.5 

2.2 The Panel questioned witnesses at the hearing as to whether changes could 

be made to the agreed version of the Introduction Proposal to, amongst other 

things: 

                                                
1
 Joint memorandum of counsel between the Crown and the Council regarding the Definitions Proposal dated 

10 July 2015. 
2
 Statements of Peter Harding dated 23 June 2015 and 7 July 2015.   

3
 Minute of the Hearings Panel regarding timeline for closings in relation to Introduction Proposal and Definitions 

Proposal dated 14 July 2015. 
4
 Opening submissions for the Crown on the Introduction and Definitions Proposals dated 10 July 2015 at 

sections 3 and 4.    
5
 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraphs 5.3 and 6.1 to 6.2. 
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 provide a citation on the statement of the Waitangi Tribunal in (a)

section 3.2.4;6 

 clarify that section 3.1.2 relates to customary purposes and uses of (b)

land in addition to water, if this is appropriate;7 

 refer to section 6(e) of the Resource Management Act 1991 ("RMA") in (c)

section 3.2.6;8 and  

 clarify Ngāi Tahu's role and authority, for example in section 3.1.6 (d)

regarding kaitiakitanga.9 

2.3 The Crown considers that addressing the matters raised by the Hearings 

Panel would provide greater clarity and supports Ms Murchison's evidence on 

behalf of Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu in this respect.10  The Crown also 

supports including section 32AA of the RMA in section 4.1.2 of the 

Introduction Proposal.11   

3. SPECIFIC DEFINITIONS 

3.1 The definition of "available" is addressed in the statements of the IURRA in 

the context of the definition of "parking space".12  The Crown supports the 

amended version of the definition of "parking space" provided in the joint 

memorandum between the Crown and the Council dated 10 July 2015.13  

The agreed definition results in the definition of "available" proposed by the 

IURRA being unnecessary.  In any event, Mr Falconer noted in his evidence 

and at the hearing that restricting the charging of parking spaces within a 

definition is not the most appropriate way of managing charging for parking 

and the effects of on-street parking.14  The Crown supports the Council's 

evidence on this matter and agrees that "available" should not be defined in 

Proposal 2. 

3.2 It is submitted that the definitions of "electrical switch" and "window control" 

should be deleted from Proposal 2.  Mr Thomson's evidence at the hearing 

was that given the everyday meaning of these words and the context in 

                                                
6
 Transcript, page 138, line 41 to page 139, line 10. 

7
 Transcript, page 137, line 23 to page 138, line 3. 

8
 Transcript, page 125, lines 14-17, and page 139 line 23 to page 140 line 7. 

9
 Transcript, page 135, line 36 to page 137, line 13. 

10
 Transcript, page 135, line 25 to page 140, line 33. 

11
 Transcript, page 125, lines 26-37.   

12
 Statements of Peter Harding dated 23 June 2015 and 7 July 2015.   

13
 Appendix 1 to the joint memorandum of counsel between the Crown and the Council regarding the Definitions 

Proposal dated 10 July 2015.  Evidence of Wendy Hickey dated 23 June 2015, at paragraphs 7.7 to 7.8.   
14

 Transcript, page 36 lines 1-10.  Rebuttal evidence of David Falconer dated 2 July 2015, at paragraphs 3.8 to 
3.11. 
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which they are used, he now agrees with the Crown that they should be 

deleted.15   

4. COUNCIL'S SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE REGARDING DEFINITIONS 

4.1 The Council prepared supplementary evidence on its position on definitions 

(excluding residential definitions and the definition of "infrastructure") that 

were raised during the course of the hearing. 

4.2 The Crown supports the Council's position on the definitions addressed in its 

supplementary evidence, subject to the comments at paragraphs 4.3 to 4.6 

below.  The amendments to the definitions of "annual exceedance 

probability", "key pedestrian frontage", "reverse sensitivity", "second hand 

goods outlet" and "slope hazard mitigation works"16 address potential 

anomalies and ambiguities resulting in a Proposal that is clearer and more 

user-friendly.  The Crown also agrees that the definition of "legibility" can be 

removed from Proposal 2.17  Having regard to the Hearings Panel's 

comments about the definitions of "Banks Peninsula", "Christchurch District" 

and "Christchurch District excluding Banks Peninsula Ward",18 the Crown 

agrees that it would be clearer for users of the Replacement Plan if these 

definitions are included in Proposal 2.   

4.3 In relation to the definition of "one network approach", the Crown supports 

the alternative approach addressed in paragraph 5.7 of Mr Falconer's 

evidence.19  Amending Objective 7.1.1 to state, in plain English, what an 

integrated transport system entails will provide greater clarity to users of the 

Replacement Plan.  It is submitted that amending Objective 7.1.1, rather than 

including an explanation of the term in a footnote, achieves better 

consistency with Objective 3.3.2(c) of the Strategic Directions chapter. 

4.4 The Crown considers that the definition of "building supplier" may not need to 

be included in Proposal 2.  Mr Stevenson's supplementary evidence states 

that the "definition is to effectively assist in interpretation of the definition of 

'Trade supplier'" and concludes that amendments are not required to this 

definition because "there are no implications of broadening the definition to 

                                                
15

 Transcript, page 67 lines 35-40.  The joint memorandum of counsel regarding the Definitions Proposal dated 10 
July 2015 records that the Council and the Crown had agreed that consideration of the definitions of "electrical 
switch" and "window control" be deferred to Stage 2.  However, the Crown prefers that these definitions be deleted 
for the reasons given by Mr Thomson. 
16

 Rule 5.10 currently refers to "hazard mitigation" and will need to be amended to reflect the amendment to the 
definition name.   
17

 Evidence of Wendy Hickey dated 23 June 2015, at paragraph 6.10. 
18

 Transcript, page 75, line 37 to page 76, line 35.  
19

 Supplementary evidence of David Falconer dated 16 July 2015.   
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include other activities within the scope of 'Building supplier'".20  As Mr Timms 

addresses in his evidence, consideration needs be given to whether a 

definition is required in Proposal 2 and if a definition is no longer used (or has 

never been used) it should be deleted.21  As the term "building supplier" is not 

used in any of the policies or rules in the Replacement Plan, a definition 

appears to be unnecessary and the Crown would support its deletion.  If 

necessary, the Crown would support amending the definition of "trade 

supplier" to clarify what the term "building supplier" entails.22    

4.5 The Crown supports Mr Stevenson's conclusion that the definition of "heavy 

industrial activity" could include a "catch all" provision, provided there are no 

unintended consequences.23  As consideration is still being given to the 

appropriate wording for the "catch all" provision, this matter will be addressed 

in the Crown's submissions for Proposal 2 to be filed next week.   

4.6 In relation to Ms Carter's evidence, the Crown considers that the proposed 

definition of "rock fall hazard removal" may not be necessary.  The term has 

a commonly understood meaning which can be relied on and therefore, as 

Mr Timms states in his evidence, there is no need to include a definition of 

the term in Proposal 2.24  Mr Timms also states that "definitions could be 

avoided through clearer rules, zoning provisions or use of other 

terminology".25  It is submitted that if Rule 5.10 is unclear that this should be 

amended rather than including a rule specific definition in Proposal 2.  In any 

event, the Crown is concerned about the wording of the proposed definition, 

particularly whether "complete removal" of the hazard is practicable.   

5. CONCLUSION  

5.1 Subject to the amendments to definitions in the Council's supplementary 

evidence which are addressed in section 4 of these submissions, the Crown 

is satisfied that the current iteration of Proposal 226 is consistent with 

Objectives 3.3.2 of the Strategic Directions chapter and better achieves the 

purpose of the RMA than the notified version.   However, it is apparent from 

the matters raised by the Hearings Panel that further improvements to 

                                                
20

 Supplementary evidence of Mark Stevenson dated 16 July 2015 at paragraph 7.6. 
21

 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraphs 5.7 and 5.8. 
22

 Subparagraph b of the definition of trade supplier could be amended to provide this clarification. 
23

 Supplementary evidence of Mark Stevenson dated 16 July 2015 at paragraph 4.10. 
24

 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraph 5.9. 
25

 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraph 5.27 in the context of discussions about location 
specific definitions.   
26

 The current version being attached to the memorandum of counsel regarding the Definitions Proposal on behalf 
of the Council dated 14 July 2015 having regard to the amendments proposed in the Council's supplementary 
evidence dated 16 July 2015.   
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specific definitions can still be made.  In accordance with the Hearings 

Panel's minute,27 these definitions will be addressed in further supplementary 

evidence for the Council and closing submissions next week.  Proposal 2 

must also reflect the other Stage 1 Proposals in their final form.28  The Crown 

supports further scenario testing as part of the decision making process to 

ensure that the definitions and the Replacement Plan are workable and 

clear.29 

 

DATED 17 July 2015 

 
………………………………………………. 
Jenna Silcock and Emma Moore  
Counsel for the Crown 

                                                
27

 Minute of the Hearings Panel regarding timeline for closings in relation to Introduction Proposal and Definitions 
Proposal dated 14 July 2015. 
28

 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraph 4.2. 
29

 Evidence of Stephen Timms dated 23 June 2015, at paragraph 5.6. 


